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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Constance Guisset

Vertigo Small Pendant Light by
Petite Friture

The style of the Vertigo Pendant Light has become an icon in
design, and this small version carries on its legacy. The Vertigo
Pendant Light has featured in an anthology of reputable
collections like the Moma (The Museum of Modern Art) whilst also
gaining significant recognition from the public. This show-stopper
design has won a public award at the Villa Noailles in 2006, a
Design Parade showcasing contemporary art creations.

With the Vertigo Pendant Light, Parisian designer Constance
Guisset has created a fibreglass structure with lightweight,
polyurethane, handmade ribbons which in turn allow its form to
move and sway in the gentle air, creating unique, stunning
images across the walls and ceilings of an interior. Aesthetically
fragile and soft, the Vertigo Pendant makes a bold statement
drawing anyone's eye when walking into a room. Amazingly, no
two Vertigo products are ever the same, as each one falls
delightfully in its own way, meaning you will have a truly one-of-a-
kind product.

The small pendant light is one of three of this delightful,
decorative design. With the smallest at 110cm diameter, the
medium at 140cm and the large at 200cm, there is an array of
sizes to browse to find your perfect piece. The Vertigo Small is
available in five colours, and the  Vertigo Medium  and the 
Vertigo Large in more colour options, this design would match all
sorts of spaces and colour schemes in an interior.

To celebrate the iconic Vertigo, Petite Friture is launching a
limited edition yellow neon light. This addition of colour will add a
pop of brightness to your interior decor and is part of a prestigious
Pantone collection.

The Petite Friture Vertigo Pendant can be purchased with a
10m cable on request. Please Contact Us for further
information and pricing.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 1 x 60W E27 max (excluded)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via mains phase dimming

Dimensions: Ø110 cm
12cm height
250cm cable length

For all sales and technical enquiries, please contact:

+44 (0)114 263 4266

info@davidvillagelighting.co.uk
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